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ABSTRACT

We propose that the Yukawa couplings in the unified theories

could be of induced nature. The idea is implemented in the gauge theory

with either weak or horizontal SUL<2) * 3Up(2) symmetry. A related

subject of finite fermion mass is also discussed.

On the unified field theories it is a standard practice to introduce

elementary scalars to induce the spontaneous breaking A-H-K (Anderson, Higgs

and Kibble) mecSvwism and also to make fennions massive through Yukava

interaction. The resulting theory contains very many parameters, particularly

due to various Yukava couplings, and this fact motivates us to look for a

simpler form of the unified theory with leas number of parameters. To

economize the theory,there have been tvo approaches. One way is to regard
2)

only fermions as elementary. In the other approach feraions and gauge

bosons are elementary fields. In both approaches the scalars are bound states

of fermions and the scalar self-interaction and Yukawa interaction which are

independently introduced in the standard unified theory are supposed to be

some secondary products induced by the fundamental interaction, i.e. four

fermion interaction in Ref.l and gauge interaction in Ref.2. We could achieve

in this •imiiM' a greatly simplified unified theory. However, the theoretical

status of these approaches are in our opinion far from certain, the scheme

being hampered by the difficulty in dealing with the strong coupling problem.

In the present paper first ve take the view that the gauge bosons and

fermions are the elementary particles,and then assume that scalars are created

through gauge interaction as bound states of fermions and they interact with

gauge bosons in the ordinary manner and form the standard potential so that

spontaneous breaking takes place . By assuming we dissociate the under-

lying strong interaction from the theory. In this setting we calculate the

induced Yukava coupling and finite mass for the sub-set of fermions.

Yukava coupling can te induced through the one-loop diagram ss is shown in

Fig.l. Also closely related diagrams (Fig.2) can lead to finite mass.

(The diagrams concerned are of the gommon origin and come from gauge boson

scalar interaction, A $• Au+ .} In this way we could achieve a unified

theory with less parameters.
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In the following ve discuss the subjects separately, induced Yukawa

coupling in Sec.II and finite mass in Sec.III. As an internal local symmetry

ve choose SUT(2) x SU_{2). It refers to either veak or horizontal group

* To be submitted for publication.
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IHDUCED YUKAWA COUPLING

For i l l u s t r a t i o n purpose we choose a model w i t h l o c a l SUT(2) * SU_(2)

I I .

symmetry. The model consists of two fermion doublets V = L * *R = 1*1

singl«t femtons xL. XR • *2
 a n d X a** "it*1 e a c n other (see Fig. l ) . In

Fig.l dotted lines denote mixiaga and iQ, +1, +„ are associated scalars.

i s a Binglet and and

f ip. l

transform as (2,1), Cl.S) with respect to .

SUT x StL(2). Scalar* are employed to cause mixings here tut the origin of
the nixing i s not essential to our discussion. The Important point is that
there i s no direct coupling between $L and ^ and that * 2 haa to be
massive so that non-vanishing Tuksva coupling results. (The trick was first
used by Georgi and Glashov and later recounted 'by Barr and Zee to
calculate finite mass.) The gauge 'bosons V^ and V^ mix vith each other
through a scalar multiplet + which does not have a direct Yukawa coupling
with *L and *R.

In this setting we can calculate the Yukawa coupling (f) between (i

and • induced through the diagram in Fig.2.

<$><§*> <$f

In H i 2

resolving the mixing

Plg.3.

refers to VEV expectation value).

. prime denotes physical or diagonaliied,

B denoteB the mixing angle.

C = cos6, 3
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The result of calculation is expressed below in two limits:

1) p,q + 0

> f

, ML , hi

* o 1

where C
with if2 and

co83', C" = cos6", 8' and 8" denote mixing angles associated

X * ^T

2

masses of V and W_, respecti-rely.

(2)

In both cases f is smaller than g , which could be viewed as a natural

explanation of the smallness of the Yukawa coupling. It is interesting to

note that the high energy Unit in the latter case gives a vanishing Yukawa

coupling.

To calculate fj we only have to replace W R with 1^ R

{the gauge boson associates, with the third component of SU{2)) in Eqs.(l)

and (2) (see Fig.!*). The cross coupling fj . results from the diagram

of Fig.5. 1 2

Fig.?
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toother 4lagram which originates from $•$ A Aw i s the self-energy
diagram of fermions {Pig.6)

1R V V V V

Fig. 6

Calculating Fig.6 at one-loop level we obtain

(3)

As the reBult shows the finite mass m is of the order of, or less than
» ±y wicre exLax .Large mixings

V2
If there exist large mixings * then m -* am , which may be the

• • • - • • • • j _H * 1 * 2

case for SUT(2) x SIO2). Small mixing case is relevant for S0r(2) * SIL(2}
Li a Jj R

since WR is expected to be superheavy. In such a case we may regard +. and
*2 as neutrino and electron, and thus neutrino can acquire a very small W.rac
mass. If the electron {but not the neutrino) obtains mass "dynamically" due
to the electromagnetic interaqtion we may do without x sn"1 the neutrino mass
1B given by

^ - tf? ics
CS is exgectea to be reasonably smaller than 10 when grand unification is

ft \ *

taken into account . And then the resulting neutrino mass is smaller than

the experimental upper limit.
Lastly, together with the authors of Bef.6 we note that Tinite.mass is not

9)

We discussed the possibili ty of calculating the finite mass and Yukawa

coupling. The analysis can be applied, with modifications, to the models

based on various other groups. In case Uy(l) i s added to the weak group to

make i t rea l is t ic the result changes slightly due to the extra mixings among

neutral gauge bosons.

I t may look diaturbing to introduce a new fermion Hie X- Actually,

i t i s not i f we regard i t as a reflection of the presence of superheavy

fermions which naturally appear in the grand unified theories beyond 5u(5).

The philosophy that the structure of superheavy particles be reflected on

tk«t of l ight particles has been shared by many people.

Lastly, we disregarded in this paper the possible contribution from

scalars. The reason i s ; our in i t i a l view was that a l l tukawa couplings

are dynamically induced. If sot ie i r - contributions should tie relatively

negligible.

HOTE ADDED IN PROOF

After completion of the work I learned from Professor J. Strathdee

that J.C. Pati, J. Strathdee and Abdus Salam also had the idea of induced
10)

Yukawa coupling in their recent work
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calculable i f there is a direct Yukawa coupling between (iT and
*R*
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